IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
What participants are saying about the 7-session
Guided Study/Webinar Series by Sue Singleton, author of
Nine Simple Laws to Create Joy and Grace:
A Comprehensive Guide to Manifestation
“This is an incredible opportunity for participants. Sue not only
expresses the laws verbally, but also repeatedly gives us
opportunities to recognize and let go of what gets in the way of
living gracefully. It is an immeasurable gift to study with someone
that has mastered the energetics and her own expression of what
the laws have been for her.”
“I am one for diving in when something feels right to me and what
you teach is very familiar to me but with an added ...something… a
roundedness, wholeness, completeness that I've not had with cocreating in the past.”
“I absolutely recommend Sue’s webinar and book to everyone I
know who wants to have a more intimate relationship with
themselves in their life. Sue is able to take something as abstract as ideals and help us to feel
how to get in touch with our own that are already there, but just may not be put into words
yet. She teaches us that all manifestation comes from feeling first, and in choosing to live who
you are, all the rest will follow. She does this in a way that everyone can understand. What a
gift!”
"I enjoy how Sue combines lecture with the energy - it's like having a healing session at the
same time!"
"I felt warm, relaxed, some of the upper body pain left me..."
"I appreciate the additional materials, hand/body postures and EOL process energy flow,
which are not covered in the book; these are some great tools!"
"I consider it an experiential/healing seminar... Sue's writing style and style of teaching really
give us the opportunity to embody the law at a deeper level if we choose it..."
"I love all the experiential exercises, and especially the hand/body postures and movements: it
really opens up stuck energy..."
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